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ABSTRACT
The﻿research﻿work﻿presented﻿in﻿this﻿article﻿investigates﻿and﻿explains﻿the﻿conceptual﻿














conducted﻿ in﻿ this﻿ research﻿ work﻿ demonstrates﻿ animate-level﻿ intelligence﻿ in﻿ their﻿
problem-solving﻿capabilities,﻿decision﻿making﻿and﻿reasoning﻿in﻿critical﻿situations.
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either﻿ robots﻿or﻿ synthetic﻿agents.﻿This﻿paper﻿aims﻿at﻿proposing﻿a﻿ self-configurable﻿





ONE)﻿ demonstrated﻿ human﻿ common﻿ sense﻿ thinking﻿ capability﻿ in﻿ the﻿ Roboverse﻿




of﻿ Agents”﻿ metaphor﻿ that﻿ uses﻿ fungus﻿ eater﻿ testbed﻿ (Vijaykumar﻿ &﻿ Darryl,﻿ 2008;﻿
Vijaykumar,﻿ 2008).﻿ The﻿ CERA-CREMIUM﻿ architecture﻿ of﻿ Arrabales﻿ (2009)﻿
demonstrated﻿different﻿levels﻿of﻿consciousness﻿on﻿artificial﻿agents.﻿The﻿research﻿work﻿
presented﻿in﻿this﻿article﻿attempts﻿to﻿address﻿the﻿problem﻿by﻿using﻿ideas﻿from﻿AI﻿and﻿
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and﻿pro-activeness﻿or﻿being﻿ rational.﻿According﻿ to﻿Donald﻿D﻿Hoffman﻿ (2014),﻿ the﻿
mathematical﻿definition﻿of﻿a﻿conscious﻿agent﻿ involves﻿ three﻿mental﻿processes﻿such﻿
as﻿perception,﻿decision﻿making,﻿and﻿action.﻿An﻿agent﻿being﻿in﻿a﻿conscious﻿state﻿can﻿
also﻿ have﻿ subjective﻿ experiences,﻿ wishes,﻿ beliefs,﻿ desires,﻿ and﻿ complex﻿ thoughts﻿
(Block,1995;﻿2002;﻿2002;﻿2007;﻿Shoemaker,1996).﻿ It﻿ should﻿be﻿able﻿ to﻿understand﻿
a﻿ relatively﻿ complex﻿ sequence﻿ of﻿ actions﻿ at﻿ an﻿ abstract﻿ level﻿ and﻿ respond﻿ to﻿ such﻿
situations﻿ (Franklin,﻿2009).﻿A﻿minimum﻿prerequisite﻿ for﻿conscious﻿agents﻿ is﻿ social﻿
interaction﻿with﻿its﻿peers﻿in﻿the﻿environment.﻿


























networks﻿ to﻿understand﻿different﻿perspectives﻿of﻿ the﻿ information.﻿These﻿processors﻿
then﻿ send﻿ the﻿ processed﻿ view﻿ to﻿ other﻿ processors﻿ by﻿ getting﻿ an﻿ access﻿ to﻿ global﻿
workspace﻿and﻿make﻿it﻿a﻿conscious﻿experience.﻿As﻿it﻿is﻿a﻿short-term﻿memory﻿and﻿a﻿
limited﻿resource,﻿each﻿conscious﻿experience﻿can﻿only﻿stay﻿for﻿a﻿few﻿seconds﻿and﻿then﻿
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the﻿ most﻿ desirable﻿ one﻿ by﻿ mapping﻿ it﻿ to﻿ its﻿ current﻿ belief﻿ set.﻿ In﻿ this﻿ deliberated﻿
step,﻿ the﻿agent﻿pursues﻿and﻿adopts﻿an﻿ intention﻿ to﻿achieve﻿a﻿desire.﻿The﻿ intentions﻿
are﻿persistent﻿in﻿nature﻿and﻿recur﻿till﻿they﻿are﻿achieved.﻿If﻿the﻿intention﻿chosen﻿fails﻿
repeatedly﻿to﻿achieve﻿the﻿desired﻿state,﻿the﻿agent﻿can﻿drop﻿this﻿and﻿update﻿its﻿belief﻿
set.﻿Hence,﻿ intentions﻿are﻿ the﻿prime﻿ reason﻿ for﻿an﻿agent﻿ to﻿change﻿ its﻿ future﻿belief﻿
set.﻿In﻿each﻿intentional﻿state﻿an﻿agent﻿considers﻿or﻿adopts﻿options﻿that﻿are﻿consistent﻿
with﻿that﻿intention.﻿In﻿principle,﻿intentions﻿justify﻿the﻿possibility﻿of﻿achieving﻿a﻿goal﻿
state﻿ in﻿ the﻿ current﻿ state.﻿ The﻿ second﻿ step﻿ in﻿ practical﻿ reasoning﻿ process﻿ involves﻿
generating﻿a﻿plan﻿of﻿actions﻿based﻿on﻿goals,﻿beliefs,﻿and﻿actions﻿of﻿agents﻿by﻿using﻿














are﻿ created﻿with﻿different﻿ calorific﻿values.﻿All﻿ parameters﻿ are﻿ randomly﻿created﻿ in﻿





The﻿ attackers﻿ always﻿ look﻿ for﻿ a﻿ nearby﻿ agent﻿ as﻿ a﻿ prey﻿ to﻿ satisfy﻿ their﻿ food﻿
requirement.﻿The﻿attackers﻿ensure﻿that﻿they﻿do﻿not﻿attack﻿agents﻿when﻿in﻿group﻿and﻿
agents﻿with﻿common﻿sense﻿use﻿ this﻿knowledge﻿ to﻿escape﻿ the﻿ threat.﻿A﻿safe-zone﻿ is﻿
also﻿created﻿in﻿an﻿environment﻿where﻿the﻿attacker﻿does﻿not﻿enter﻿and﻿this﻿is﻿known﻿to﻿
the﻿common﻿sense﻿agents﻿too.﻿
The﻿ agents﻿ of﻿ different﻿ levels﻿ of﻿ consciousness﻿ have﻿ been﻿ created﻿ to﻿ test﻿ their﻿
performance﻿in﻿a﻿given﻿scenario.﻿The﻿agents’﻿most﻿preferable﻿food﻿is﻿the﻿raw﻿fruit,﻿
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THe PRoPoSed ANd deVeLoPed CoCoCA (CoNSCIoUSNeSS 
ANd CoMMoN SeNSe CoGNITIVe ARCHITeCTURe)





Figure 1. Animate testbed setup for COCOCA agents
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In﻿ the﻿ deliberative﻿ layer﻿ the﻿ precepts﻿ are﻿ mapped﻿ on﻿ to﻿ agents’﻿ Belief-Desire-
Intention﻿ (BDI)﻿ to﻿ trigger﻿ motivated﻿ actions.﻿ The﻿ attention﻿ selector﻿ processes﻿ in﻿
the﻿consciousness﻿layer﻿evaluate﻿the﻿motivated﻿actions﻿in﻿the﻿deliberative﻿layer﻿and﻿









Table 1. Energy parameters in animate testbed environment
Parameter Type Preference Representation Affect-value (Units of Energy Given)
Rawfruit Numeric Energy﻿<﻿30 Green﻿Square 5﻿units﻿
Juicy﻿fruit Numeric If﻿encounters﻿on﻿its﻿way Golden﻿Square﻿ 1﻿unit﻿
Dry﻿fruit Numeric Energy﻿>﻿30 Yellow﻿Square 3﻿units
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default﻿meta-reasoning﻿ is:﻿ if﻿ in﻿normal﻿ scenarios,﻿common﻿sense﻿ triggers﻿and﻿ if﻿ in﻿
fear,﻿ consciousness﻿ improves.﻿These﻿ strategies﻿ selected﻿are﻿constructed﻿ into﻿action﻿
set﻿and﻿sent﻿to﻿an﻿action﻿generator,﻿which﻿in﻿turn﻿changes﻿the﻿external﻿environment﻿
(see﻿Figure﻿3).﻿
Figure 2. Layers of COCOCA architecture
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design of Reflexive and Reactive Agents
The﻿ reflexive﻿ and﻿ reactive﻿behaviors﻿of﻿ agents﻿ are﻿ closely﻿ associated﻿with﻿ sensing﻿
subsystem﻿ and﻿ actuator﻿ subsystem.﻿ As﻿ defined﻿ in﻿ Sloman﻿ architecture﻿ (2014),﻿ the﻿
reflexive﻿ layer﻿ is﻿ defined﻿ with﻿ a﻿ set﻿ of﻿ ballistic﻿ actions﻿ that﻿ form﻿ the﻿ response﻿ for﻿
alarming﻿events﻿ in﻿external﻿world.﻿The﻿reflexes﻿are﻿ like﻿ interrupts﻿ that﻿can﻿disable﻿








Figure 3. Cognitive cycle of COCOCA agents
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the﻿ set﻿ of﻿ beliefs.﻿ The﻿ cross-product﻿ of﻿ the﻿ belief﻿ set﻿ and﻿ desire﻿ set﻿ gives﻿ a﻿ set﻿ of﻿
intentions﻿that﻿are﻿possible﻿in﻿the﻿current﻿state.﻿The﻿conscious﻿process﻿in﻿higher﻿layer﻿
weighs﻿the﻿intention﻿set﻿and﻿chooses﻿the﻿one﻿with﻿higher﻿weight﻿as﻿a﻿deliberated﻿action.﻿















design of Conscious Agents
The﻿conscious﻿layer﻿is﻿designed﻿by﻿using﻿the﻿axiomatic﻿(Aleksander,﻿I.﻿&﻿Dunmall,﻿
2003;﻿ Aleksander,﻿ I.,﻿ 2007)﻿ theory﻿ by﻿ simulating﻿ cognitive﻿ abilities﻿ that﻿ make﻿ an﻿
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different﻿ strategies.﻿Each﻿conscious﻿ strategy﻿depicts﻿different﻿ cognitive﻿ abilities﻿ to﻿
demonstrate﻿ consciousness﻿ levels﻿ in﻿ the﻿ agents.﻿ The﻿ conscious﻿ agents﻿ use﻿ internal﻿
affect﻿ value﻿ of﻿ objects﻿ in﻿ the﻿ external﻿ world﻿ and﻿ BDI﻿ set﻿ to﻿ choose﻿ the﻿ strategies.﻿
These﻿strategies﻿work﻿on﻿a﻿partial﻿order﻿planning﻿to﻿accomplish﻿the﻿goals﻿assigned.﻿
The﻿internal﻿structure﻿of﻿the﻿conscious﻿agent﻿is﻿shown﻿in﻿Figure﻿6.﻿
Figure 4. Finite state machine for reflexive behavior
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and﻿procedural﻿knowledge;﻿hence,﻿ the﻿agents﻿of﻿ this﻿ layer﻿will﻿have﻿self-awareness﻿
and﻿consciousness﻿of﻿“I﻿know﻿I﻿know”﻿level﻿of﻿Theory﻿of﻿Mind.﻿The﻿control﻿process,﻿







layer﻿ and﻿ in-turn﻿ in﻿ the﻿ reactive﻿ and﻿ reflexive﻿ layers.﻿ The﻿ state-transition﻿ diagram﻿
for﻿conscious﻿agent﻿ is﻿as﻿shown﻿ in﻿Figure﻿7.﻿The﻿agent﻿of﻿ this﻿ layer﻿can﻿be﻿ threat-
conscious,﻿energy-conscious,﻿or﻿both.﻿Initially,﻿the﻿agent﻿demonstrates﻿explore﻿behavior﻿
Figure 5. Deliberative layer design
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Figure 6. Internal structure of a conscious agent
Figure 7. State-transition diagram for designing conscious agents
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by﻿ using﻿ simple﻿ reflexive﻿ behaviors﻿ and﻿ consume﻿ every﻿ fruit﻿ in﻿ the﻿ environment.﻿
When﻿its﻿internal﻿performance﻿parameters﻿are﻿affected,﻿the﻿agent﻿changes﻿its﻿state﻿to﻿





BehA: { Reactive-Rfruit, Reactive-Jfriut, Reactive-
Dfruit, Go-Idle} 
ActionA: { MoveForward, MoveUp, MoveRight,MoveLeft, 
consume-Rfruit, consume-Jfriut, consume-Dfruit } 
IPiA: { Internal-state, Initial-Energy, Threshold-Energy 
(EMaxThr= 60,  EMinThr = 30)}
where Internal-state can take one of the states in the 
given set: 
               {NEW, ACTIVE, IDLE, cONSCIOUS} 
BelifA = { CST1, CST2,CST3,CST4,CST5, CST6,CST7}
Energy consumption in agent: One Move – 1 unit, Idel – 0 
units, on trap – 2 units
Agent behavior in the NEW state:
     step1 Create internal state of agent { Energy =100, 
STATE = NEW} 
     step2 Initialize its belief set  
     step3 Initialize its action set 
     step4 RUN agent 
Agent behavior in the ACTIVE state: 
     Step 1   Agent with Simple-Reflexive-Explore 
{Update-Energy} 
     Step 2   Adopt default Conscious-Strategy { 
Update-Energy} 
     Step 3   Monitor internal parameters { EMaxThr<= 
Energy <= EMinThr }
     Step 4   If Energy <= EMaxThr go to IDLE state 
     Step 5   Go to step 1 
Agent behavior in the CONSCIOUS state: 
     Step 1   If Energy <= EMinThr
     Step 2  Initialize strategic-planning 
     Step 3   Evaluate Pre-conditions  
{current energy-level, current position (Grid-location), 
current precepts}  
     Step 4   Change Strategy {Choose next strategy 
available in list} 
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     Step 5   Monitor Energy  
          if  EMaxThr>= Energy >= EMinThr
               i. Initiate learn-fruit 
               ii. Update knowledge 
          Else Go to step 4 
Agent behavior in the IDLE state: 
     Step 1   Agent in same position for next 5 
cycles 
     Step 2   If Energy > EMinThr AND Energy < EMaxThr
          Change state to ACTIVE  
Else Change state to CONSCIOUS
Characteristics of Conscious Agents















without﻿ the﻿knowledge﻿of﻿necessary﻿preconditions﻿ to﻿apply﻿ them.﻿The﻿agents﻿get﻿a﻿
positive﻿reward﻿if﻿the﻿current﻿strategy﻿is﻿affecting﻿the﻿parameter﻿connected﻿with﻿desired﻿





Set of States S = {LowEnergy, HighEnergy, , CurrentEnergy}
Set of Actions A = { CST1, CST2,CST3,CST4} 
(CST1: Consume-only-Rfruit, CST2: Move-opposite-2steps, 
CST3: Jump-2steps-ahead 
CST4:Consume-only-Dfruit) 
Q(s,a) is the cumulative reward gained in previous 
strategy adopted (+ve value  if energy increased 
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otherwise -ve) 
R(s, a’) is the reward gained by applying current 
strategy 
Pbest is the previous best cumulative reward gained for 
any strategy adopted by an agent 
BestAvg  is the feasible incremental reward expected after 
adopting a strategy   
Step 1: Initialize Q(s,a) =0  
     α = 0.1 
     ϒ = 0.9   
Step2: Calculate Q(s’,a’) + = α * (R(s, a’) + ϒ *  (Pbest  
- Q(s,a)) 
Step3:   if Q(s’,a’) > BestAvg
     Save strategy with precondition 
     BestAvg =Q(s’,a’)
     Else if Q(s’,a’)  <  BesAvg
     Unlearn strategy for current preconditions 
     Step 4: s =s’ and Q(s,a) =Q(s’,a’) 
     Step 5: go to step 2
Common Sense Layer









the﻿ behavior.﻿ The﻿ initial﻿ strategies﻿ are﻿ regularly﻿ updated﻿ by﻿ agents﻿ through﻿ their﻿
experiences.﻿The﻿common﻿sense﻿strategies﻿are﻿used﻿by﻿agents﻿when﻿they﻿are﻿aware﻿
that﻿they﻿can﻿always﻿escape﻿from﻿the﻿attacker.﻿
Common Sense Agent’s Behavior in the CONSCIOUS 
State for Threat Management
Step 1   If  Threat-level = HIGH 
Step 2  Initialize strategic-planning 
Step 3   Evaluate Pre-conditions  
     {Current Threat-level, current position (Grid-
location), current precepts}  
Step 4   Choose strategy from common sense by mapping 
pre-conditions 
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Step 5   Monitor Threat-level  
     if Threat – level == MEDIUM  
               Continue with the same strategy 
          Else if Threat-level == LOW 
               Update current strategy as best for 
current pre-conditions  
          Else if Threat-level == HIGH 
               Delete the strategy from list 














ReSULT ANALySIS oF CoCoCA AGeNTS 
IN SIMULATed ANIMATe TeSTBed
The﻿results﻿are﻿captured﻿from﻿the﻿agent’s﻿behavior﻿ in﻿handling﻿their﻿ inner﻿states﻿ in﻿
critical﻿conditions.﻿All﻿agent﻿ types﻿are﻿evaluated﻿for﻿energy-level﻿maintenance﻿and﻿









learning﻿ in﻿ conscious﻿ agents﻿ enables﻿ energy﻿ conscious﻿ agents﻿ to﻿ achieve﻿ this﻿ by﻿
dynamically﻿changing﻿the﻿strategies﻿that﻿are﻿more﻿probable﻿to﻿achieve﻿the﻿goal﻿state.﻿
In﻿ the﻿ presence﻿ of﻿ an﻿ attacker,﻿ the﻿ agents﻿ are﻿ evaluated﻿ for﻿ escape-count.﻿ As﻿
energy-conscious﻿agents﻿are﻿not﻿threat-conscious,﻿they﻿can﻿be﻿killed﻿by﻿an﻿attacker,﻿but﻿
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Figure 8. Attacker Strategy-1
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Figure 9. Comparison of FSM, energy-conscious, and conscious2 agents
Figure 10. Survival of agents in the presence of an attacker
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to﻿ survive﻿ in﻿ an﻿ environment﻿ with﻿ attacker﻿ coexistence.﻿ This﻿ makes﻿ an﻿ agent﻿ to﻿
consciously﻿focus﻿on﻿the﻿threat﻿level﻿in﻿each﻿move﻿to﻿make﻿a﻿decision﻿for﻿the﻿next﻿move.﻿
The﻿agents﻿of﻿basic﻿layers﻿such﻿as﻿reflexive﻿and﻿reactive﻿are﻿designed﻿by﻿using﻿
simple﻿ FSM﻿ logic.﻿ The﻿ deliberative﻿ agents﻿ are﻿ built﻿ with﻿ the﻿ BDI﻿ model﻿ to﻿ show﻿
motivated﻿actions.﻿The﻿conscious﻿agents﻿tend﻿to﻿maintain﻿desired﻿states﻿according﻿to﻿
their﻿native﻿behavior﻿by﻿changing﻿strategies.﻿This﻿process﻿in﻿conscious﻿agents﻿leads﻿












Table 2. Escape count of agents
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